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Starting point concepts: 
accuracy, stability.



Accuracy 

Trapezoidal (2nd-order) integration formula: 

Keeping track of leading order error we may…

Keep 2nd-order formula, 
adaptively refine the grid

Keep uniform grid, 
adaptively refine formula 
to achieve higher order

“adaptive integration”

“Romberg” integration

???



Accuracy versus order of accuracy 
Order of accuracy is only a means to an end.  
What matters in the end is the accuracy of the calculation that you can actually afford to 
perform, with finite h, not the accuracy of a hypothetical calculation with infinitesimal h. 

In this regard, intermediate order (3rd, 4th, …) is often better than higher order.

Left: quadrature using Romberg Integration (increasingly higher order, uniform grid) 
Middle: quadrature using adaptive integration (selectively refining grid, 2nd-order method) 
Right: magnitude of error as a function of # of function evaluations
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Stability
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Non-stiff ODEs versus stiff ODEs 
The magnitude of the eigenvalues of A vary over a large range for stiff ODEs. 
Stiff ODEs result from discretization of higher derivatives (e.g., diffusion terms).

Characterizing Stability



What limits execution speed on modern processors? 

Modern computational hardware is storage-limited on big problems.



Multi-step methods versus single-step methods 

Multi-step methods use extra storage to make maximum use of each flop. 

Single-step methods use extra flops, and can be developed in such a way to minimize storage. 

Modern computational hardware is storage-limited on big problems. 
Desire: A-stable, intermediate complexity, low-storage single-step time-marching methods.

Linear Multi-step Method Explicit Runge Kutta (ERK) Method



Explicit Runge Kutta (ERK) Methods 



Implicit Runge Kutta (IRK) Methods 



Diagonally-Implicit Runge Kutta (DIRK) Methods 



The classical 4th-order ERK Method 



The classical 2nd-order CN Method (DIRK) 



Low-storage [2R] ERK schemes 



Mixed Implicit/Explicit Runge-Kutta (IMEXRK) schemes 



Now, put pieces together: design low-storage IMEXRK! 



Now, put pieces together: design low-storage IMEXRK! 



Goals when seeking the IMEXRK coefficients 



IMEXRKCB3c scheme: optimized ERK stability on negative Re axis 



IMEXRKCB3e scheme: optimized ERK stability on Im axis 



Results: 



Results 

Condition for stage-order 2 (SO2) for DIRK part:

Note three schemes have ERK parts that are Strong Stability Preserving (SSP) for TVD discretization of hyperbolic problems.

Five schemes have embedded schemes that are 1 order lower on all terms - useful for adaptive timestepping.



New incremental schemes for the incompressible NSE 



New incremental schemes for the incompressible NSE 



Features of the ubiquitous CN/RKW3 incremental IMEXRK scheme 



IMEXRKiCB3(4s): a four-step, fully third-order scheme 



IMEXRKiCB3(4s+): a four-step, fully third-order scheme 



IMEXRKiCB3(5s): a five-step, fully third-order scheme 



IMEXRKiCB3(5s): a five-step, fully third-order scheme 



Comparison of ERK boundaries of IMEXRKiCB schemes 

3s
4s

5s

4s+



Simulations at Reτ = 180, same timestep h=0.01 



Simulations at Reτ = 180, same computation time 



Results: Incremental IMEXRK schemes for the incompressible NSE 



How to find such amazing schemes?  Δ-DOGS* 

Joint work with Pooriya Beyhaghi, Ryan Alimo, Muhan Zhao

Key take-away:  When solving complex problems 
with complex constraints, the engineer needs 
to take ownership of the optimization process. 

*Delaunay-based Derivative-free Optimization via Global Surrogates

fmincon
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OUTLINE

1. Key idea:  response surface method with search function s(x) = p(x) - K e(x) combining
(a) polyharmonic spline interpolation of datapoints f(xi) as the “surrogate model” p(x), and
(b) piecewise quadratic over Delaunay triangulation of datapoints as “uncertainty function” e(x)

2. Variants designed for (a) linear constraints, (b) convex constraints, (c) nonconvex constraints

3. Variants adapt K automatically to quickly reach target function value fO

4. Accelerated variants introduce:
(a) Successively-refined Cartesian grid or sphere packing (lattice) to coordinate search
(b) Smoother spline interpolation facilitating dimension reduction during intermediate iterations
(c) Blending of derivative-free global search with derivative-based local refinement 

5. α-DOGS efficiently handles approximate function evaluations obtained via statistical sampling

6. S-DOGS performs safe optimization, for function evaluations that are delicate experiments

7. Additional variants: feasibility via binary oracle calls.  Open/infinite domains.



KEY IDEA

1. Key idea:  response surface method with search function s(x) = p(x) - K e(x) combining
(a) polyharmonic spline interpolation of datapoints f(xi) as the “surrogate model” p(x), and
(b) piecewise quadratic over Delaunay triangulation of datapoints as “uncertainty function” e(x)

Features:
- Keeps function evaluations far apart until convergence is approached.
- Efficiently synthesize global exploration and local refinement.
- Provably globally convergent under the appropriate assumptions.



Response surface method:  1D illustration (13/13)

�-DOGS: 1D illustration
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Iteration k = 4, f(x), pk(x), �ek(x), sk(x).
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Iteration k = 0. The search function, sk(x)= pk(x)-K ek(x).
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How to extend idea to multiple dimensions?  key idea: triangulation

Definition of triangulation

If S is a set of points in Rn, a
triangulation of S is a set of
simplices whose vertices are
elements of S such that the
following conditions hold:

Every point in S is a vertex of
at least one simplex in the
triangulation. The union of all
of these simplices fully covers
the convex hull of S.
The intersection of two
different simplices in the
triangulation is either empty or
a k-simplex such that
k = 0, 1, . . . , n� 1.

20 / 65



Which triangulation?  Delaunay!  

Delaunay triangulation

A Delaunay triangulation is a triangulation such that the intersection
of the open circumsphere around each simplex with S is empty.

The number of simplices grows rapidly as dimension grows.

21 / 65



Given a triangulation, we can define a convenient “uncertainty function”  e (x )

Uncertainty function: extension to n-D

Consider S as a set of feasible
points which includes the vertices
of ⌦, and � as a Delaunay
triangulation for S. Then, for each
simplex �i 2 �, the local
uncertainty function is defined as:

ei(x) = R2
i � kx� Zik2.

where Ri and Zi are the
circumradius and circumcenter of
�i. The global uncertainty function
e(x) is a piecewise function defined
as follows:

e(x) = ei(x), 8x 2 �i.

(a) 1D

(b) 2D
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Uncertainty function e (x )

• The uncertainty function e(x), built on the framework 
of a Delaunay triangulation, characterizes the 
“distance” of any point in parameter space to the 
nearest function evaluations.  It is:
• Piecewise quadratic, continuous, Lipschitz
•Non-negative everywhere, equal to zero at 

datapoints

• The fact that the underlying triangulation is Delaunay 
is essential in our proofs of convergence.

• This approach allows us to use any approach that 
seems best suited for interpolation (polyharmonic 
splines is generally much better than Kriging in our 
experience).
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2. Variants for (c) nonconvex (even, disconnected!) constraints



Rapid global convergence when exact target value f0 is known

3. Variants adapt K automatically to quickly reach target function value fO



Rapidly finds x s.t. f(x) <= fO when target value fO greater than global min

3. Variants adapt K automatically to quickly reach target function value fO



Continued global exploration when target value fO less than global min

3. Variants adapt K automatically to quickly reach target function value fO
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Practical applications (thus far…)        
★ Design of hydrofoils and multi-rotors (hexacopter w/ direct sideforce)
★ Path optimization - tuning paths found via RRT (Rapidly-exploring Random Tree)
★ Design of low-storage implicit/explicit Runge–Kutta (IMEXRK) schemes
★ Sea State 4 wave simulator for tethered USV/UAV ISR system development 

Gianluca Meneghello
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